Continuous speech perception shapes spontaneous oscillatory activity in neuron ensembles, ensuring coordinated signal processing between specialized areas for successful comprehension. It has been now established that the sampling of sensory input temporal structure relies on the brain's low frequency entrainment (1--8 Hz) to relevant rhythmic features occurring at slow time scales, and present in both auditory and visual modalities (Lakatos et al., [@B57]; Arnal and Giraud, [@B4]; Park et al., [@B75]). How does the brain integrate together speech structural information conveyed in two sensory modalities and processed separately in their corresponding cortical areas? In the present review, we discuss the role of lower beta oscillations (\~20 Hz), originating from motor cortex and generally associated with motor functions (Engel and Fries, [@B27]; Press et al., [@B82]; Di Nota et al., [@B23]), as a potential amodal coordinator that integrates structural information of the speech signal extracted in specialized areas via entrainment mechanism. Correct multimodal integration of the continuous speech structure encoded in low-frequency patterns is crucial, as it would allow the brain to benefit from recurrent information across modalities, and in return generate stronger temporal predictions to ease the sensory sampling of incoming input.

Prosodic modulations and the syllabic chain (see "Glossary" section) impose peaks of energy fluctuations at delta (1--3 Hz) and theta (4--8 Hz) rates in the speech envelope. These significant fluctuations of amplitude serve as relevant anchors for sensory areas to synchronize with incoming signal and drive low-level sensory processing. In the primary auditory cortex A1/A2, previous magnetoencephalography/electroencephalography (MEG/EEG) studies show that this entrainment is typically reflected by the synchronization of an optimal delta-theta phase and power of responding neuron ensembles with the onsets of prosodic and syllabic events occurring in speech. For instance, Gross et al. ([@B36]) investigated how low-frequency brain's oscillations in auditory cortex encode the continuous speech signal. They presented long, spoken segments of continuous stories to participants while recording their MEG signal. In comparing oscillatory responses in the brain during normal speech perception to the same stories presented backward, they reported a significant phase alignment between low-frequency components of the speech envelope and brain activity in the delta (1--3 Hz) and theta (3--7 Hz) bands. These results confirmed that low-frequency rhythmic features in the speech envelope aligned with endogenous low-frequency cortical activities in auditory areas. Additionally, Gross et al. ([@B36]) reported that delta and theta alignment depicted distinct lateralization patterns, suggesting a functional distinction between the two frequency bands. A right lateralization was found in the frontal and temporal areas for delta entrainment, which could reflect prosodic analysis engagement (see for example Bourguignon et al., [@B16]). In contrast, a right lateralization was found only in the auditory cortex for theta activity, supporting its role in syllabic processing (see for example Luo and Poeppel, [@B58]; see glossary for an extended definition of entrainment mechanism; for further reading on entrainment in auditory modality, see Ahissar et al., [@B2]; Luo and Poeppel, [@B58]; Abrams et al., [@B1]; Lakatos et al., [@B57]; Schroeder et al., [@B87]; Nourski et al., [@B74]; Schroeder and Lakatos, [@B88]; Arnal and Giraud, [@B4]; Giraud and Poeppel, [@B34]; Peelle and Davis, [@B78]; Park et al., [@B75]; Zoefel and VanRullen, [@B101]; Ding et al., [@B25]).

However, speech is often multimodal with the onsets of the articulatory movements preceding the correspondent auditory onsets with a stable temporal delay (Pilling, [@B81]; Vroomen and Stekelenburg, [@B99]; Baart et al., [@B8]). This temporal correspondence between two modalities (i.e., visual and auditory) allows the brain to generate inferences based on the leading modality such as to predict timing ("when") and content ("what") of the upcoming auditory input to create a unified percept (van Wassenhove et al., [@B96]; Stekelenburg and Vroomen, [@B94]; Peelle and Sommers, [@B79]). For instance in speech perception, lip movements might improve perceptual sensitivity to corresponding auditory information by means of a generic temporal prediction mechanism and top-down modulations to primary auditory cortices (PACs). At the neural level, visual information facilitates both temporal and content predictions as demonstrated by differential latency and amplitude reductions of N1/P2 auditory evoked potentials in the EEG signal (van Wassenhove et al., [@B96]). While the latency reduction of N1/P2 increased with the saliency of lip movements (i.e., pa \> ta \> ka) in audiovisual as compared to auditory condition, the amplitude reduction was equivalent across syllables and independent of visual saliency. Further, Arnal et al. ([@B5]) also established that latency reductions of auditory evoked response (i.e., M100 component) were stronger for syllables produced by large and unambiguous mouth movements than produced with ambiguous facial movement, suggesting a role of visual information not only in temporal prediction but also in content predictions. These results suggest that the temporal alignment of corresponding visual and auditory information already facilitates speech processing, probably by focusing attention of listeners on relevant speech onsets, reflected by systematic amplitude reduction as compared to auditory speech only. In contrast, the hierarchical latency effect that depends upon the saliency of visual content suggests a super-additive effect of visual information that may trigger motor representations of corresponding syllable production. Further, another fMRI study showed that rehearsing nonsense sequences of syllables previously presented in audiovisual modality activated the left posterior middle temporal gyrus and some fronto-parietal sensorimotor areas more strongly than when previously perceived in auditory modality only (Venezia et al., [@B97]). Taken together, these results contributed to show how visual information impacts both "when" and "what" predictions types in multimodal speech processing. Although relevant, these results were obtained using isolated syllables and unlikely engaged speech sampling mechanisms supported by neural entrainment, and their cointegration by a potential central coordinator during continuous perception. Using continuous multimodal speech presentation instead, Crosse et al. ([@B22]) showed that congruent lip movements significantly increased the cortical representation of the speech envelope by improving the correlation between evoked EEG response and the original signal, as compared to speech only. Additionally, this increase of neural entrainment by congruent visual information was greater at 2--6 Hz, corresponding to prosodic-syllabic timescales. These results suggested that in continuous speech, corresponding visual information contributes to temporal predictions ("when") by improving stimulus-driven entrainment based on the prosodic-syllabic temporal structure. Although temporal and contents predictions are tightly related to each other during multimodal speech perception, the present review article focuses on the temporal aspect in neural predictions.

How then does the brain benefit from additional temporal information processed separately without adding extra cognitive load? In continuous multimodal perception, stimulus-driven entrainment mechanisms alone may not be sufficient to support temporal predictions as corresponding auditory and visual temporal information have to be integrated together, supposedly via additional beta-based mechanisms. If so, there should be two separable mechanisms during continuous multimodal temporal predictions, and lower beta activity may be correlated to low-frequency activity supporting entrainment mechanisms. For instance, Morillon et al. ([@B68]) behaviorally dissociated entrainment to periodic sensory streams from temporal predictions *per se* using a target detection task where they modulated both temporal regularity and spectral dimensions in auditory tone sequences. They found that predictability of spectral context (i.e., target spectrum identical or not to the contextual noise of the tone sequence) increased the benefits of temporal predictability on target detection (i.e., synchronous vs. asynchronous sequences). In contrast, the effect of temporal regularity canceled out when a spectral prediction mismatch occurred, suggesting a hierarchy of predictions built on the perceptual context and increasing entrainment in sensory cortices. Further, Morillon and Baillet ([@B66]) designed an experiment in which participants had to discriminate a tone sequence in phase with a reference beat from a distracting beat. This task required entrainment to an auditory stream, and the generation of internal predictions to isolate the target tone sequence. Results showed that the first mechanism relied on a delta entrainment to the auditory beat, while the second relied on cross-frequency coupling with beta (18--24 Hz) bursting at the delta rate in the left motor cortex. The authors suggested that the motor system modulates neural resource allocation via beta-based feedback to maximize delta phase entrainment in the auditory cortices, supporting the idea of contextual predictive filtering that modulates sensory entrainment. In other words, if a temporally predictable signal occurs in a multidimensional context, one dimension can modulate the temporal prediction generated by another dimension, potentially via beta-based controls.

Here, we hypothesized that the role of lower beta activity in unimodal temporal coding may actually extend to the formation of multimodal temporal predictions by driving the cooperation between afferent sensory copies from specialized areas during speech perception. We defined the term "afferent copies" as the representations of the rhythmic prosodic-syllabic speech structure extracted by the entrainment mechanisms in the auditory and visual sensory areas, which are sent to the motor areas to be integrated together to generate higher temporal predictions. These afferent copies distinguish from efferent copies describing beta-based feedback projections from motor to sensory areas in timing processing (Arnal, [@B6]). In other words, information of input periodicity generated by entrainment in specific sensory areas (i.e., auditory and visual cortices) converges toward a motor cortex hub to be integrated together via lower beta-based mechanisms. This integration of multiple prosodic-syllabic structure information from different modalities allows generating higher temporal prediction that provides descending feedback to auditory cortex to improve the sensory sampling of the incoming signal. On the one hand, beta oscillations encode visual motion and may respond to non-verbal information accompanying a speaker's utterance (Kilner et al., [@B47], [@B49], [@B48]; Press et al., [@B82]; Jessen et al., [@B42]; Meirovitch et al., [@B62]). On the other hand, visual information conveys the prosodic-syllabic rhythms structuring the speech envelope and leads related auditory information with stable timing (Munhall et al., [@B71]; Pilling, [@B81]; Peelle and Davis, [@B78]; Wagner et al., [@B100]; Biau et al., [@B13]). The brain may benefit from an additional visual copy of the temporal speech structure, easing the generation of temporal predictions to improve multimodal speech perception. This visual copy of the temporal speech structure refers to the integration of regular relevant features in the visual modality conveyed by speaker's body movements occurring at prosodic time scale. Much like prosodic features that impose rhythmic fluctuations of energy in the voice's envelope (at 1--3 Hz), the speaker's body provides equivalent structural information of the signal with typical corresponding movements (e.g., mouth and jaw's aperture, eyebrows, nodes, beat gestures). Thus, if the primary auditory cortex neuron ensembles entrain to prosodic anchors (e.g., pitch peaks, power modulations, silences alternations, etc.), they might also entrain to prosodic-related movements in the visual cortex, providing an equivalent representation of the speech temporal structure at delta scale (1--3 Hz) extracted from accompanying visual modality. In turn, descending feedback to PAC may improve speech-driven entrainment and the quality of information transferred to secondary auditory cortices for multimodal binding (i.e., left superior temporal gyrus (STG)).

If true, beta responses have to respect at least three of the following criteria in audiovisual speech perception: first, lower beta activity must support temporal integration of both auditory and visual modalities during stimulus-driven entrainment, even when no direct motor behavior is required for a task. Second, (lower) beta activity must respond to biological motion in multimodal speech processing. As biological motion conveys equivalent information on the prosodic-syllabic temporal structure in multimodal speech, it is critical to establish that beta activity encodes temporal information conveyed in visual modality via speaker's movements such in multimodal speech. Third, if beta-based temporal prediction modulates entrainment in the PAC, this should rely on a coupling between beta power bursts and the delta frequency. In the first place, auditory and visual prosodic structure representations generated in their respective sensory areas are integrated via the central amodal coordinator. Then, such delta-to-beta coupling would reflect descending beta-based feedback from motor cortex to auditory cortex to improve the delta phase alignment with prosodic cues in the incoming signal. In the current review, we report evidence regarding these three *sine qua none* criteria and address the concept of temporal prediction in multimodal speech.

Lower Beta Activity Engages in Temporal Prediction Across Modalities {#s1}
====================================================================

Recent research has addressed the role of lower beta power in unimodal stimulus-driven temporal prediction without direct motor engagement. Fujioka et al. ([@B32]) investigated lower beta modulations (\~15--20 Hz) with MEG during passive listening to regular auditory tone sequences with random omissions of a single tone. In the bilateral auditory cortices, beta power showed a characteristic pattern with a significant decrease within 200 ms after tone onset, returning to baseline before the onset of the expected following tone (i.e., "rebound"). In contrast, when a tone was missing, the expected decrease of power was not observed. Instead, beta power increased until the next tone occurred. Fujioka et al. ([@B33]) extended these results and showed that while the decrease slope always occurred during the 200 ms post-tone onset independent of the periodicity of the tone sequences, the rebound slope increased with the periodicity of regular sequences (see also Cirelli et al., [@B21] who replicated these results using EEG recordings in children and adults. However, they reported that the slope of power decrease varied as a function of the sequences' periodicity). When the tone's onsets were not predictable, the power rebound occurred earlier as compared to the regular conditions, suggesting that beta-based temporal prediction reflects the anticipation of an expected tone. These results confirmed the role of lower beta activity in the generation and maintenance of temporal prediction in passive listening to rhythmic auditory input (Fujioka et al., [@B33]). More recently, Fujioka et al. ([@B32]) reported that beta activity also encodes the metric structure of isochronous auditory beats with a decrease of power dependent on whether beats were perceived as accented or not in auditory sequences. In another EEG study (Arnal et al., [@B3]), participants had to decide whether a final auditory target tone occurred on the beat of a preceding tone sequence or later in an active listening task. Results showed that correct responses were associated with greater beta power rebounds preceding the target onset in auditory areas as compared to incorrect responses, corroborating that beta engages in successful temporal predictions. In a recent study, Kononowicz and van Rijn ([@B51]) investigated trial-to-trial beta power in EEG in self-paced estimations of duration. Participants pressed a button to initiate the onset of a trial and pressed again when they estimated that the interval lasted 2.5 s. Analyzing beta power pre- and post-onset, they showed that beta power positively correlated with the length of the produced durations. Hence, beta power at the onset of intervals was predictive of trial-by-trial fluctuations in the self-paced estimation of durations, before participants pressed the button to stop the trial. The origins of these lower beta oscillations still remain under debate but might originate in motor cortex, even when encoding purely temporal sensory events (Arnal, [@B6]; Arnal et al., [@B3]; Morillon and Baillet, [@B66]). For instance, Fujioka et al. ([@B32]) found lower beta modulations in auditory cortices, but also in motor-related brain areas during passive listening to auditory rhythms (Fujioka et al., [@B33], [@B31]). Further, the faster tone sequence rates engaged also the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), supplementary motor area (SMA) and cerebellum, suggesting a motor beta contribution in an auditory temporal prediction task.

However, does lower beta power specifically support auditory temporal prediction, or support amodal mechanisms? In the latter case, lower beta power may also respond to visual stimuli. Recently, Keitel et al. ([@B45]) investigated how the visual cortex responds to quasi-rhythmic visual simulations in different frequency ranges in attended flickering patches (i.e., theta, alpha, and beta bands). Results showed that oscillatory activity in the visual cortex tracked the temporal structure of a simple flickering stimulation, including lower beta power at 16--20 Hz. This suggests that beta activity could also track the quasi-periodic structure of exogenous visual stimulation, which may apply to real-life contexts such as the perception of speech-related movements conveying non-random dynamic information. In another study, Saleh et al. ([@B85]) investigated the motor beta responses of a patient implanted with intracranial electrodes in the hand area of the primary motor cortex (MI), and presented him with sequences of five isochronous visual cues. In this experiment, the patient was asked to plan a motor response by the end of the sequence, dependent on the second or fourth relevant visual cue. Results showed that delta-phase entrainment increased until the informative visual cue (from the first to second, or from the first to the fourth visual stimulus), and dropped after the informative cue in both sequences. Moreover, 12--30 Hz beta power in the MI depicted a related pattern, increasing until the informative cue onset of the sequence occurred and then decreased until the end of the visual sequence. These results showed that motor beta oscillations encoded the temporal structure of isochronous visual cue sequences, and correlated to delta-phase entrainment, suggesting that delta activity modulated the responsiveness of beta oscillations at task-relevant cue onsets. Additionally, these results showed that beta activity could encode expected delays between the onset of the first visual cue and the onset of the informative cue, as the slope of power increase was significantly longer in the fourth vs. second cue sequences, although visual cues were physically identical. Thus, the beta oscillations originating from the MI are not limited to support motor preparation, but seem to play a role in the anticipation of relevant cues which require timing processing.

In summary, lower beta activity entrains to temporally structured unimodal stimulation, fulfilling the first criterion for being an amodal coordinator supporting generic temporal prediction.

Lower Beta Activity Responds to (Speech-Related) Biological Motion and Support Multimodal Speech Integration {#s2}
============================================================================================================

Numerous studies reported beta activity in response to perception and execution of actions performed by the hands or the arms (Engel and Fries, [@B27]; Jenkinson and Brown, [@B41]; Press et al., [@B82]; Kilavik et al., [@B46]; Hosaka et al., [@B38]; Di Nota et al., [@B23]). Interestingly, there seems to be a significant overlap between the origin of responding beta activity, and the neural correlates of action perception reported in fMRI or electrophysiological studies. More precisely, the pre-motor cortex, which is classically involved in passive action perception, but also the SMA, the cerebellum and the basal ganglia (di Pellegrino et al., [@B24]; Rizzolatti and Craighero, [@B83]; Morin and Grèzes, [@B70]), seem to engage via beta oscillation responses as well (Kilner et al., [@B48]; Press et al., [@B82]; for reviews, see also Baker, [@B9]; Engel and Fries, [@B27]). In an MEG study, Kilner et al. ([@B48]) presented participants with videos of an actor making various movements with his right hand and arm. The authors reported a significant decrease of power in the 15--30 Hz beta band in the left and right sensors covering the sensorimotor cortex, and this attenuation occurred contralateral to the side of the screen on which the observed movement happened. In another MEG, Press et al. ([@B82]) compared the temporal modulations of the motor activation between the execution of a sinusoidal movement with the arm and the simple observation of a person executing it. They found an equivalent decrease of 15--30 Hz beta power in the left MI in execution and observation conditions. In contrast, beta modulations were dynamically driven by the kinematics of the movement only during action observation but not execution. These results imply that beta responses support biological motion pattern analysis, which is in line with its potential role in the integration of rhythmic speech-related movement kinematics depicting a speaker's visual prosody in speech perception, and not only general motor preparation. In other words, beta activity might support the interpretation of goal-directed simple movements with a prosodic purpose in speech context. Although these results depicted broad motor beta responses (i.e., from 13 Hz to 30 Hz across studies), other studies narrowed evidence to the lower beta band in motion perception. For instance, an EEG study showed that 19--21 Hz beta power decreased more at bilateral centro-parietal electrodes when moving dots obeyed laws of biological motion, as compared to control motions (Meirovitch et al., [@B62]). Further, Avanzini et al. ([@B7]) investigated whether the observation of different types of hand movements elicited dynamic beta power patterns of modulations in an EEG study. Independently of the type of hand movement presented, they reported common desynchronization of alpha and beta (13--25 Hz) activities occurring at the onset of the action continuing for up to 400--600 ms after the movement ended, followed by a rebound at bilateral centro-parietal electrodes. Interestingly, the modulations of the 18--25 Hz beta band were correlated with the velocity of the hand movements, coding the profile of single movements although no action was required in the task. Note that the upper 20--25 Hz beta activity responses have been shown to support other cognitive processes such as working memory or attentional orienting independent of action, although not extensively discussed in the present review article (Spitzer and Blankenburg, [@B93]; van Ede et al., [@B95]). These results show that beta activity, including the lower beta band, responds to biological motion, but what about multimodal integration in speech perception? Previous studies addressed the oscillatory activity responsiveness in multimodal speech perception by investigating low-frequency entrainment in specialized areas (i.e., auditory and visual cortex) when listeners saw an accompanying facial movement of the speaker. In audiovisual speech, Park et al. ([@B76]) investigated the coherence between oscillatory brain activity of a listener and a speaker's lip movements. They found significant entrainment in the visual cortex correlated with lower frequency bands corresponding to the frequency spectrum of the lip signal (\~4 Hz). Moreover, auditory areas were entrained by both auditory and lip movements while performance in audiovisual incongruent conditions was significantly decreased. These results show that non-verbal information modulates temporal prediction in audiovisual speech. Although this study did not report direct beta modulations, its results suggest that oscillatory activity related to a dominant speech rhythm (i.e., syllabic rate at 4 Hz) responds to non-verbal information (i.e., lip movements). Other studies focused on the role of beta activity in (speech) multimodal integration, which might be fundamental in multimodal temporal predictions (Keil et al., [@B43]; Schepers et al., [@B86]; Roa Romero et al., [@B84]). Schepers et al. ([@B86]) presented isolated syllables in audiovisual vs. audio only conditions and looked at the spectro-temporal dynamics in the beta band during audiovisual speech processing. They found greater beta power suppression (16--32 Hz) after an auditory onset for the audiovisual compared to the auditory only condition in the Superior Temporal Sulcus. Additionally, the level of auditory noise added in some conditions diminished beta band suppression. In contrast, incongruent auditory and visual information (i.e., McGurk effect) elicited post-stimulus beta power suppression in the 10--30 Hz range at left central electrodes, reflecting increased integration difficulties (Keil et al., [@B43]; Roa Romero et al., [@B84]). Finally, a recent MEG study investigated speakers' gesture integration in multimodal speech comprehension (Drijvers et al., [@B26]). The authors reported an alpha and beta power decrease as well as a gamma power increase when iconic gestures disambiguated degraded speech. More precisely, the left-lateralized suppression of beta power (15--20 Hz) was mainly located in the anterior cingulate cortex, SMA and IFG and correlated with the participant performance scores. Additionally, source analyses showed that the beta band suppression extended over a part of the motor cortex corresponding to the hand region of the MI. These results confirm left-lateralized motor beta oscillations in speech-related body movement perception during multimodal speech integration. Although not precisely related to multimodal integration, a study on semantic integration across modalities also reported coherence increase in beta (von Stein et al., [@B98]). When presenting objects in different sensory modalities (pictorial representation, written word or spoken word), they reported significant increase of coherence between temporal and parietal electrodes in the 13--18 Hz beta band as compared to rest. These results also support an amodal role of beta activity across modalities. Finally, we acknowledge that beta oscillations may not exclusively support temporal processing but other aspects in speech integration like phonological processing. A recent EEG study investigated the oscillatory correlates supporting distinct levels of analyses in continuous auditory speech processing (Mai et al., [@B60]). The authors presented participants with real-word sentences and sentences composed of pseudo-words (i.e., speech conditions), or backward versions of the two previous conditions (i.e., non-speech) in order to manipulate phonological and syntactic/semantic structure. They reported that low delta-theta frequencies respond to phonological (speech vs. non-speech) but not syntactic/semantic information (real vs. pseudo words), confirming their role in syllabic and supra-syllabic (like prosody) tracking. Additionally, the phonological manipulation elicited responses in higher frequencies, notably in the lower 20 Hz beta band while the syntactic/semantic manipulation elicited responses in the gamma band. These results suggested that lower beta oscillations play a role in phonological processing, independently from temporal processing, as the meter was the same across sentence conditions.

In summary, motor beta activity encodes visual speech-related information in multimodal speech, and more generally in multimodal integration, supporting the second criterion of a generic amodal coordinator for audiovisual temporal prediction. Further, this criterion together with the first criterion shows that there might be an interface between biological motion perception and sensory temporal coding mechanisms supported by lower motor beta activity (\~20 Hz).

Delta-to-Beta Coupling Supports Temporal Prediction Feedback for Entrainment to Inputs {#s3}
======================================================================================

How beta-based temporal predictions improve sensory processing should be reflected by correlated activities between low frequencies entrained to prosodic structure in the signal (i.e., 1--3 Hz delta) and lower beta oscillations. The particular role of delta activity in (multimodal) temporal predictions has been evidenced in recent studies (Kösem and van Wassenhove, [@B53]; Kösem et al., [@B52]). Indeed, the delta oscillations may provide an internal clock, and their phase alignment with external sensory inputs supports the encoding of their temporal structure. Thus, related modulations of activity between delta and lower beta oscillations may suggest active interactions between motor functions and sensory processing during temporal predictions.

Behaviorally, Morillon et al. ([@B69]) investigated the contribution of motor activity with finger tapping on the temporal extraction of auditory tone sequences in noisy conditions. The authors presented a priming sequence of four tones at a certain pitch and participants had to discriminate the following target tones delivered on-beat from interleaved distractors to decide if the average target tone's pitch was lower or higher than the priming ones. The perception of the target tones was greater when participants finger-tapped on the beat than when they listened to the whole sequence only. Crucially, the sensory gain obtained through motor engagement decreased when a predictable tone was affected by jittering and disappeared when participants were instructed to finger-tap in anti-phase. These results show that the motor system increases the sampling of isochronous auditory input during temporal predictions (Morillon et al., [@B69], [@B67]). Previous MEG/EEG studies hypothesized and evidenced beta activity engagement from auditory and motor cortices in temporal predictions (Arnal, [@B6]; Fujioka et al., [@B33], [@B31]; Arnal et al., [@B3]). For instance, Fujioka et al. ([@B33]) examined the brain areas showing temporal correlations between beta modulations and auditory tone sequences in passive listening. First, time-frequency analyses replicated the beta (20--22 Hz) power patterns in the medial parts of bilateral PAC reported previously. Second, they explored the time courses of event-related changes in beta phase coherence in the bilateral auditory cortex A1, bilateral sensorimotor cortex SM1 and the SMA. The authors reported periodic patterns of beta coherence modulated by auditory stimuli and reflecting the sequences' rates. However, the observed modulations of beta coherence were different between the responding areas. For instance, the beta phase coherence in the right and left primary auditory cortex areas decreased following stimulus onset, while it increased in the sensorimotor and SMA areas after stimulus onset. These results, although exploratory, suggest that isochronous auditory processing engages beta oscillatory synchronization both in auditory and motor networks as a function of rate (i.e., sequence's period). In an MEG study, Fujioka et al. ([@B31]) showed that the induced beta event-related desynchronization to auditory isochronous sequences varied, depending on the placement of downbeats and upbeats (march vs. waltz). The distinct patterns of responses suggested that beta oscillations may encode the metric structure of the auditory sequences. Such endogenous specific metric processing was reflected in distinct patterns of beta modulations across large neural networks including left and right auditory cortices, but also premotor cortex, sensorimotor cortex, parietal lobe and cerebellum. Recent M/EEG studies have revealed new evidence on the cooperation between auditory areas insuring the sampling of the sensory signal and motor areas supporting temporal prediction generation via cross-frequency coupling (Arnal et al., [@B3]; Park et al., [@B75]; Keitel et al., [@B44]). Using intracranial EEG recording, Fontolan et al. ([@B30]) showed a role of delta phase coupling with beta activity in speech processing, but limited to the auditory areas. When they presented auditory sentences to patients, they reported a delta-beta cross-frequency coupling in the association auditory cortex that modulated the phase of gamma activity phase in the primary auditory cortex. Potentially, these results suggested that delta-beta coupling from associative areas conveyed top-down modulations on gamma-based signal processing from the primary auditory cortex. Further, Arnal et al. ([@B3]) reported a significant beta power nesting within the delta phase at anterior left MEG sensors, with a maximum within the 200 ms preceding the target onset for correct responses. More recently, Morillon and Baillet ([@B66]) designed an MEG experiment in which participants had to discriminate a tone sequence in phase with a reference beat from distractors. They reported a qualitative distinction between tracking and listening operating at distinct time scales. While the first mechanism relied on the delta-theta entrainment by the auditory beat, the second relied on the cross-frequency coupling with beta (18--24 Hz) bursting at the delta rate in the left motor cortex. In other words, while sensory areas extract an auditory pace via predictive coding mechanisms, the motor system modulates neural resource allocations to maximize delta phase alignment at a tone's onsets via beta-based feedback (Arnal and Giraud, [@B4]; Lakatos et al., [@B57]; Schroeder and Lakatos, [@B89]). Park et al. ([@B75]) showed significant top-down modulations from the frontal and motor areas on the delta activity in the left auditory cortex, using effective connectivity analyses in auditory speech perception (i.e., in quantifying the degree to which motor areas causally changed the phase of auditory areas between two experimental conditions). Further, such auditory-motor cooperation is reflected by an increase of functional connectivity between the premotor cortex and the auditory cortices in beat perception (Mauritz and Wise, [@B61]; Grahn and Rowe, [@B35]; Nelson et al., [@B73]).

To summarize, active processing of temporally predictable auditory signals recruits left motor and auditory cortices in parallel via a communicative loop likely mediated by top-down delta-to-beta cross-frequency coupling. Consequently, beta activity meets the third criterion to be a good candidate as central coordinator.

What's the Role of Lower Beta in Multimodal Speech: Discussion and Perspectives {#s4}
===============================================================================

In the previous sections, we reported evidence showing that: (1) beta activity responds to temporal prediction in auditory, visual, and audiovisual (speech) stimulation. We also discussed the fact that (2) motor beta activity responds to biological motion, including non-verbal information in multimodal speech. Further there seems to be a functional overlap between biological motion perception and (sensory) temporal prediction in the lower beta band (\~20 Hz). Lastly, (3) delta-to-beta cross-frequency coupling supports distant communication between (left) motor and auditory cortices when listening to speech. Meeting these three criteria, we hypothesize that lower beta plays the role of an amodal central organizer that coordinates afferent copies from visual and auditory areas in multimodal temporal prediction during speech perception. If so, a speaker's speech-related movements (i.e., face and body) may provide a redundant copy of the temporal structure of the speech envelope at different timescales (e.g., syllabic and prosodic).

Non-verbal information indeed translates the slow temporal structure of speech with a stable precedence (van Wassenhove et al., [@B96]; Chandrasekaran et al., [@B20]; Biau and Soto-Faraco, [@B14]; Biau et al., [@B15]): on the one hand, the syllabic rate is reflected by the corresponding mouth aperture and jaw constraints at theta frequency (Hickok and Poeppel, [@B37]; Giraud and Poeppel, [@B34]; Peelle and Davis, [@B78]). On the other hand, a speaker's prosody (i.e., modulations of amplitude, duration, and pitch accents in the speech envelope) occurs at a slower 1--3 Hz delta rate and correlates also with body movements (Munhall et al., [@B71]; Krahmer and Swerts, [@B56]; Wagner et al., [@B100]; Biau et al., [@B13], [@B12]). Interestingly, speech-related motion perception has been shown to activate the speech network as well (Macaluso et al., [@B59]; Skipper, [@B91]; Biau et al., [@B13]). Recently, Pavlova et al. ([@B77]) investigated the neural network of biological motion perception with moving dot presentations in an fMRI study. They reported BOLD responses in the occipital cortices, the parietal and frontal cortices, and the left fusiform gyrus, which overlaps with the multimodal speech network (Campbell, [@B19]; Jansma et al., [@B40]; Skipper, [@B91]). In the visual cortex, the sampling of visual information through biological motion perception may involve the bilateral MT/V5 complex as it responds more greatly to intact biological motion relative to scrambled motion, as measured by fMRI (see Peuskens et al., [@B80] for example). Considering the classic audiovisual speech networks (see Calvert et al., [@B18]; Callan et al., [@B17]; Macaluso et al., [@B59]; Meyer et al., [@B65]; Campbell, [@B19]; Nath and Beauchamp, [@B72]; Jansma et al., [@B40]), we illustrate where non-verbal information potentially contributes to improving audiovisual speech perception by providing additional bottom-up representations of temporal structure conveyed by delta-theta activity (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Speech-related motion may provide an additional delta-theta copy of the temporal structure via visual entrainment, preceding the auditory equivalent copy from the primary auditory cortex. The lower-frequency temporal representations across modalities would then feed a central amodal beta prediction coordinator. In turn, this would enhance delta-to-beta coupling mechanisms and tune back the primary auditory cortex to facilitate stimulus-driven entrainment. Alternatively, accompanying body and lip movements may simply accentuate the saliency of auditory features that serve as anchors to extract the syllabic-prosodic rhythms in speech. In other words, listeners anticipate and generate better temporal predictions because the auditory temporal structure is already easier to sample in the PAC (Krahmer and Swerts, [@B56]; Biau et al., [@B13]). Either way, auditory information transferred from primary to secondary auditory cortex (i.e., left post STG, lpSTG) is qualitatively improved and the multimodal speech integration facilitated. Yet, it is not clear whether the visual delta-theta afferent copies are integrated first by broader beta motor activity through biological motion perception and then sent to the lower beta generic coordinator, or feed it directly. This would explain why studies report both higher and lower beta responses in the multimodal literature, suggesting a possible functional distinction. In other words, higher motor beta activity may take care of general biological motion perception aspects, while lower motor beta activity ensures the interface between speech-related motion integration and rhythmic features from the auditory envelope. However, such a functional distinction between higher and lower beta bands has not been clearly established yet in the literature. For instance, in the present review, we reported EEG results showing that lower beta power (19--21 Hz) recorded at bilateral centro-parietal electrodes responded also to the perception of moving dots depicting biological motion (Meirovitch et al., [@B62]). On the other hand, other studies reported a similar power decrease-rebound response in the higher beta band (15--30 Hz) as in the lower 12--15 Hz band during isochronous tone sequence processing (Etchell et al., [@B29]). Future investigations will have to show how lower and higher beta band responses support different aspects during temporal processing in multimodal speech.

![Multimodal speech perception improvement by non-verbal information in the lower motor beta oscillatory framework. The figure represents the classic left-lateralized audiovisual speech perception network and its interactions with the left motor areas in a lower beta oscillation framework. Visual and auditory sensory input is processed separately in the modality-specific visual (VC) and primary auditory cortices (PACs). Then, sampled auditory and visual input reach the secondary auditory cortex the left post superior temporal gyrus (lpSTG), where multimodal integration mechanisms engage in speech perception (which may extend to the left Inferior Parietal lobule (IFP) considered as a multisensory integration site in audiovisual speech). Finally, multimodal information is conveyed to the left inferior frontal gyrus (lIFG) for semantic integration and multimodal semantic binding. In the oscillatory framework, the visual cortex tracks non-verbal information translating the speech envelope structure conveyed at different time scales: mouth and jaw apertures convey syllabic information at theta rate (\~4 Hz), while other body parts reflect the prosodic features of the speech envelope at 1--3 Hz delta rate (i.e., pitch accents, amplitude, duration, silences, etc.). In the primary auditory cortex, the delta and theta activities track the prosodic and syllabic structures composing the speech envelope from the auditory signal via phase entrainment mechanisms. While processed sensory inputs are transferred to the left STG for multimodal integration, we hypothesize that delta-theta afferent copies from primary areas are also sent to the central amodal coordinator in the motor cortex. These delta-theta afferent copies convey online information on the spectro-temporal structure of the multimodal speech (e.g., cadence, rhythm) and may facilitate the elaboration of neural top-down temporal predictions. Crucially, visual input feeds the motor cortex first, due to the natural precedence of visual over auditory onsets in audiovisual speech and prepares the incoming of redundant delta-theta information from auditory cortex. In the motor cortex, oscillatory stimulus driven input reception allows the generation of temporal predictions supported by lower beta activity. In return, beta power supports feedback to the primary auditory areas (often reported as delta-to-beta cross-frequency coupling), optimizing online its activity for the incoming speech. In theory, if auditory entrainment is improved by the beta feedback in the primary auditory cortex, this should improve the quality of information conveyed to the secondary auditory cortex as well, and then ensure better multimodal integration of the incoming speech. All in all, non-verbal information may boost the generation of lower beta-based temporal predictions by providing an additional copy of the delta-theta temporal structures of speech in the visual modality.](fnhum-12-00434-g0001){#F1}

In the present review, we have focused on cortical interactions but it is important to note that subcortical structures involved in temporal processing, such as the basal ganglia and the cerebellum may also play a role in multimodal temporal predictions (Kotz and Schwartze, [@B55]). For instance, the cerebellum has been shown to respond to the visual perception of human movements (Sokolov et al., [@B92]; Jack et al., [@B39]). One can hypothesize that the cerebellum might also track the temporal structure of speech based on body movements, as it is often associated with temporal processing in speech perception and predictive coding models (Schwartze and Kotz, [@B90]). Additionally, the cerebellum has been shown to engage in the manipulation (i.e., encoding and retrieval) of rhythmic sequences presented either in the auditory or visual modality (Konoike et al., [@B50]). Other recent works showed that 10--30 Hz beta power originates from the putamen and reflects self-generated estimations of temporal durations; greater increases of beta power correlated with longer durations between consecutive taps in a synchronization-continuation task with monkeys (Bartolo et al., [@B11]; Bartolo and Merchant, [@B10]). These results suggest a role of striatal beta oscillations from deep basal ganglia structures, generally associated with movement control, but also in temporal processing (for further review on the role of the striatum in temporal processing across modalities, see Merchant et al., [@B63]).

Future MEG/EEG investigations may address the visual contribution in continuous multimodal speech by looking at movement-driven entrainment, reflected by the delta-theta activity responses in occipital cortex. For instance, it would be possible to compare the power in lower beta activity dependent on the temporal alignment between non-verbal and verbal information. If our hypothesis holds up, one may expect a modulation in lower motor beta oscillations when the normal precedence of visual information does not occur in audiovisual speech, or in breaking up audiovisual temporal alignment. As non-verbal information conveys speech features at different time scales, it would be interesting to investigate which body parts are correlated specifically to delta and theta entrainment modulations by mean of time-frequency analyses. On a final note, the present review may inform rehabilitative treatment of speech disorders that often relate to temporal processing deficits as in stuttering (Etchell et al., [@B28], [@B29]; Mersov et al., [@B64]) or Parkinson's speech (Kotz and Gunter, [@B54]). In a recent MEG study, Etchell et al. ([@B29]) investigated beta activity responses during the presentation of isochronous tone sequences in stuttering children compared to non-stuttering children. In non-stuttering children, they reported a lower beta modulation (12--15 Hz) characterized by a decrease of power followed by a rebound preceding the onset of the next tone, reflecting temporal processing (Fujioka et al., [@B33]). In the stuttering group, they found a shifted pattern of lower beta power responses, resulting in an inversed rebound-decrease power modulation time-locked to the tone onsets, as compared to the typical decrease-rebound pattern in healthy children. These results show that children with a speech production deficit also exhibit abnormal lower beta activity in rhythm processing. This suggests that stuttering may relate to a problem with temporal prediction caused by a change in lower beta activity, and supports its potential role in speech-related temporal processing. In a recent article, Etchell et al. ([@B28]) also discussed how stuttering may actually be the consequence of dysfunctions in subcortical structures belonging to the internal timing network, reflected by deviant patterns of striatal beta oscillations originating in the putamen. However, whether timing deficits relate to deficits in modality-specific entrainment or an amodal beta-based temporal prediction remains to be further specified. In the former case, providing patients with additional visual prosodic structure via a speaker's body movements may help compensating signal-sampling deficits in the auditory modality, and still provide the lower beta coordinator with enough delta information to correctly generate temporal predictions. In the latter case, adding visual prosodic structure would not significantly improve speech perception, as the deficit arises later, when auditory and visual prosodic information is integrated with the beta-based coordinator.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

In the current review, we addressed the role of lower motor beta activity (\~20 Hz) as a central coordinator of amodal temporal predictions during multimodal speech perception. We first reported evidence on beta engagement in unimodal temporal prediction and audiovisual integration. Second, we underlined the responsiveness of lower beta activity to biological motion and non-verbal information in audiovisual speech. Third, we described delta-to-beta cross-frequency coupling between left motor areas and auditory cortices, reflecting descending modulations on auditory entrainment. Based on these three fundamental criteria (although probably not exclusive), we hypothesized that lower motor beta activity plays a central role in generic temporal predictions by driving the cooperation between converging sensory inputs via specialized areas and conveying feedback toward the auditory cortex to facilitate audiovisual speech perception.

Glossary {#s6}
========

Beta Oscillations {#s6-1}
-----------------

Ensembles of neurons that fire together at a frequency of 13--30 Hz. Beta activity can be recorded using EEG or MEG and is characterized by its phase in the cycle and its amplitude (reflected by the power). In the present review, lower beta activity corresponds to the 18--22 Hz frequency range centered around 20 Hz. While it is well established that beta activity in action perception and action originates in motor cortex (although not exclusively), it is still unclear whether it also drives temporal predictions in sensation. As discussed here, the lower band of motor beta oscillations may represent a functional interface for entrainment and temporal prediction mechanisms in multimodal speech.

Entrainment {#s6-2}
-----------

When sensory areas respond to rhythmic stimulation, neural populations fire at the same frequency but not necessarily together in spontaneous activity. After a number of periodic repetitions, the neurons entrain their activity to the onsets of temporally predictable events to extract the temporal structure of a sensory input and improve the sampling of the incoming signal. Consequently, the neurons align their firing phase in the frequency cycle to the same onsets, which increases the coherence of overall activity when a future event occurs, Further synchronizing activity at the neural population level decreases noise (e.g., when two neurons fire at the same frequency but not at the same time), which is reflected in an increase of power in perception. Here we propose that in multimodal speech, entrainment to both body movements and verbal utterances provides two copies of the prosodic-syllabic structures (conveyed respectively at 1--3 Hz delta and 4--7 Hz theta rates) that converge toward a generic central coordinator for temporal prediction.

Feedback {#s6-3}
--------

We refer to feedback as descending information conveyed by lower beta activity from left motor cortex and improving entrainment in primary auditory cortex. Beta-based feedback on entrainment is likely supported by delta-to-beta cross-frequency coupling in motor and auditory cortices, reflected in beta bursts occurring at a delta rate.

Speech Rhythms {#s6-4}
--------------

Continuous speech can be decomposed into different perceptual units occurring in distinct frequency ranges. The first one corresponds to speech envelope modulations and correlates with the syllabic rate that conveys information at 4--7 Hz (theta). The second dominant speech rhythm reflects regular modulations in the utterance contour of a speaker's prosody. The prosodic modulations of supra-segmental features of speech (such as pitch peaks, amplitude, durations, etc.) convey information at 1--3 Hz delta rate. Finally, additional acoustic information occurs at higher 30--50 Hz frequency range (gamma band) and reflects more subtle phonemic features such as fundamental formant variations.

Non-verbal Information {#s6-5}
----------------------

We use the term non-verbal information to define all types of body movements produced by a speaker and that potentially translate auditory features at different time scales. Lip movements, mouth aperture, and jaw constraints reflect sound production and occur at a syllabic rate (\~4 Hz). In contrast, simple nods of other body parts (e.g., eyebrows, shoulders, and head) translate a speaker's voice modulations and convey information at a prosodic rate (1--3 Hz). A speaker's gestures also accompany speech prosody with rapid flicks that align with a speaker's prosody.
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